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INTRODUCTION
Technology is used by humans to augment their perception and alter their environment. Yet

individual humans are in turn products of specific historical technologies and contingent

technocultural practices. Technological development has on the one hand, been described as

having an alienating effect, and on the other as enabling a more intimate connection between

humans, nonhumans, and the environment (Nye 2006: 2). At present, machines and humans

have already become closely interlinked and interrelated (Pold 2011: 98) and onemight wonder,

if emergent future technologies could potentially also aid in developing a more ecologically

receptive post-anthropocentric humankind?Might technologymediate relations that contribute

to producing a new 'physis' (Benjamin 1986: 59) – a utopian collective body that encompasses

human beings alongside the biotic and abiotic elements of their environment, which transposes

humanity as an element in a larger posthuman entity?

Traits that point to an elision of the borders between biological organisms and machines are

identifiable within many different contemporary technical research fields. Soft robotics is one such

field. Here, researchers endeavor to build responsive machines from deformable and compliant

materials to achieve designs that are claimed to be both safer for humans to interact with and

easier to implement in unstructured settings (Arnold & Scheutz 2017; Laschi, Mazzolai &

Cianchetti 2016).

The current project interrogates soft robotics technology from an explorative design and arts

perspective in order to couple it with wider considerations on the relations that humans maintain

to their surroundings and to nonhuman organisms. It enquires into the possibility of enlisting soft

robotics to cultivate other ways of perceiving and relating to nonhuman others. It asks what vision

of a posthuman entity this specific technology might facilitate.

The practice presented triangulates between the epistemic practices and interests of media art,

the posthumanities, and technical soft robotics research. It seeks to affirmatively reorient existing

research on soft robotics by focusing on its aesthetic and relational potentials, and to deflect the

utilitarian interests and ethics that traditionally guide its development.
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RESEARCH CONTEXT

Although research on incorporating soft materials into robots has been conducted since the

1970s, the term ‘robot’ has until recentlymostly beenused to describe rigidmechatronic systems

(Wang, Nurzaman & Iida 2014: 196). However, today one needs to distinguish between hard and

soft robots (Rus & Tolley 2015: 468). The latter are constructed from elastic and deformable

materials (Laschi, Mazzolai & Cianchetti 2016: 1) and often draw inspiration from the bodies of

biological organisms. Like these, a soft robotwould ideally be able to react and adapt to dramatic

and unforeseen changes posed by its surroundings (Iida & Laschi 2011: 99).

Where it is usually possible to use computer-aided engineering (CAE) to calculate the actuation

parameters for traditional robots, this is not yet possible for soft robots due to the complexity in

simulating soft and elastic materials (Marchese, Katzschmann & Rus 2015: 9). Hence, it can be

argued that a soft robot designer must gain knowledge of the materials and technologies

through a “(...) reflective conversation with the materials of a situation” (Schön 1992: 5). This is

achieved by performing physical experiments and obtaining knowledge through “reflection-in-

action” and “reflection-on-action” (Schön 1983), the thoughts and insights gathered during or

after the experiments which invite design changes, and have the ability to impact how future

experiments are conducted. Through this practice, a material “back talk” (Schön 1987), a

metaphorical conversationwith thematerials of a situation that respond to the designer's actions

and guide her further moves or give new directions to the process, is cultivated in order to

acquire knowledge around the materials. In that sense, the field of soft robotics requires an

experimental hands on-approach that shares traits with artistic practices focusing on material

investigations and the aesthetic qualities of different types of matter

Roboticists have suggested that to humans, soft robots might appear “friendlier”, more “natural”

andmore “life-like” than traditional robots (Laschi, Mazzolai & Cianchetti 2016: 1). In other words,

their material qualities and aesthetics have been suggested to potentially alter how robots are

perceived and intuitively interacted with.

As robots are increasingly implemented in various social constellations, it can be discussed

whether the general definition of a robot as a machine programmed to carry out tasks without

human intervention still holds true. As argued by e.g. Arnold & Scheutz (2017: 2), there are more

factors to consider when implementing robots into human everyday life than safety, durability

and efficiency. These include the potential cultural impact and ethical challenges it could have

to implement soft robots for e.g. domestic or care usage (Arnold & Scheutz 2017: 5).

Soft Robotics
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Hence, soft robotics need to be studied from other perspectives than purely technical ones,

which can accommodate nature-cultural and aesthetic concerns (Jørgensen 2017: 7). For a

thorough review of this emergent site of practice and research, we refer the reader to Jørgensen

(2019).

The stance that ‘human nature’ is not simply natural, but dynamic and historical, was central to

the antihumanism that emerged within the humanities and social sciences during the 1960s

(Lippert-Rasmussen, Rosendahl Thomsen & Wamberg 2012: 7). The notion of a posthuman

entity also invokes more recent strands of philosophical posthumanism, that seek to critically

reflect on and subvert anthropocentric modernist ‘truths’ that assumed universally applicable

ethics and unity in terms ofwhat it means to be human (Bolter, 2016: 2). The idea that humans are

unique creatures – human exceptionalism – and the idea that humans have the right to control

the natural world – human instrumentalism – are both discarded (Nayar 2014: 19), and

posthumanist theory posits that there is no single essence of human life. Another agenda is to

map out the biological, mechanical and communicational processes that can remove the human

being from its privileged position in relation to meaning, information and cognition established

by anthropocentricity (Wolfe 2009: xii). Critical posthumanism thus challenges the traditional

boundaries that are taken to separate the human, the animal and the technological (Bolter 2016:

1,7).

Whereas critical posthumanism’s deconstruction of Enlightenment humanism’s claim of

universality and unity could be seen as a mainly conceptual endeavor, it aligns with a wider field

of posthuman studies that operate by mixing both theory and practice. This undertaking is often

aimed at raising questions of whether novel technologies and inventions might change the

human species to a degree that it becomes differentiated from the human presently living

(Lippert-Rasmussen, Rosendahl Thomsen & Wamberg 2012: 7). In such contexts, the figure of

the posthuman generates scenarios that allow speculations on what core that can be seen as

human and what is ethically feasible (Lippert-Rasmussen, Rosendahl Thomsen & Wamberg

2012: 9). Through addressing biological and technological reconceptualizations of life, this work

complicates any sharp division between humans, animals, and machines and rejects human

exceptionalism (Oppermann 2016: 25). The notion of the posthuman thus implies that human

and nonhuman actors are networked with each other, and that the human cannot be defined in

a separate ontological zone, but emerges as a hybrid being. Hence, the notion of a posthuman

condition does not entail the end of humanity, but instead the end of a certain conception of the

human being (Hayles 1999: 286).

Posthuman Studies and Posthuman Entities

The posthuman: exploring the present future of humans
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Enlightenment humanism was based on Cartesian dualism and its division between the

immaterial mind and the material body. The argument behind this was that the essence of the

human was based in the rational mind or soul, which was taken to exist distinct from the human

body (Nayar 2014: 16). Posthumanism and the concept of the posthuman rejects this idea by

reiterating that humans are first and foremost embodied entities (Bolter 2016: 1). This view is

rooted in, inter alia, the observation that the human body is the result of more than thousand

years of evolutionary history, which logically must affect human behavior at every level of

thought and action (Hayles 1999: 284). Yet our seemingly fixed and stable bodies are not

constant or predetermined. Instead, a body is continuously formed by its molecular connections

and the environment in which it is embedded (Parikka 2010: xxiv). Bodily knowledge influences

an individual’s cognition – the mind and the material body are tightly coupled. Hence, existing

literature on the posthuman condition remarks on how, at present, embodied awareness can be

extended in local and material ways through novel technologies and their associated practices

(Hayles 1999: 291). Technological and anthropogenic artifacts in turn alter existing notions of

what constitutes the human and (human) reality. This raises the question of how subjectivity is

inflected by technological mediations (Verbeek 2007). Although the posthuman might sound

like an entity from a future scenario, discourses on the posthuman argue that humanbeings have

thus already become or have always been posthuman.

Thus, humanity reflexively comes to be through specific historical technologies as human beings

would not have been the same without going through a specific contingent technological

realization (Verbeek 2008: 388). In contemporary Western societies, this entwinement is

materially instantiated in for instance that we are “(...) inoculated at birth, continue throughout

our lives to take highly engineered pills, wear clothes, sport spectacles, and chew our cooked,

industrialized food with augmented and reinforced teeth” (Pettman 2011: 6-7). Hence, we see

that, here as well as elsewhere, human life is always-already technological, which makes it

impossible to speak of a ‘natural’ human being, if this means a human devoid of a reflexive

technological molding.

The observation that changes rendered to an organism’s body can have great impact on its

perception of the world relates directly to Estonian biologist Jakob von Uexküll’s concept of

'Umwelt' (surrounding-world) (Uexküll 1909: 6).

The posthuman body

Umwelt

Umwelt: a subjective perception of the surroundingworld
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Uexküll’s late research focused on the behavior of living organisms as well as their constituent

parts, e.g. how organisms relate to each other within a particular setting and the ways in which

cells and organs interact within a body (Uexküll 1987: 147). Uexküll concluded that the essential

activities of animals, circle around perceiving and acting. What an organism perceives becomes

its perceptual world and what a subject does becomes its effector world - two worlds that

together form the Umwelt (Uexküll 1957: 6). An organism’s Umwelt is driven by its physiological

design, that has been adapted to its physical habitat in order to obtain the necessary supplies for

its survival (Beloff 2014: 2) such as certain nutrients. Every organism possesses certain receptive

organs ('Merkorgans') to perceive the environment. As an early pioneer of biosemiotics

(Buchanan 2008: 8), Uexküll described how the sensory impressions are interpreted as signals

and signs and thereby come to affect an entity’s subjective Umwelt to a degree that no objective

reality can be ascribed to any one entity’s Umwelt. This notion anticipates and aligns with critical

posthumanism’s rejection of human exceptionalism – each entity lives in a world composed of

subjective decodings of signs and signals, not even conspecifics share the exact same Umwelt

(Uexküll 1957: 71-72).

A nonhuman organism’s Umwelt can only be perceived and interpretedwithin the boundaries of

human experience and a human Umwelt (Uexküll 1987: 163, 171). An interested observer must

make sure that what she percieves in her experiental world is also possible for the living entity

under observation to perceive. Effectively this means that the observer will never be able to truly

understand the entity that is analyzed. Yet by examining how other living creatures such as ticks

or birds perceive the world (see Uexküll 1957), human observers are forced to look at familiar

environments or situations with nonhuman eyes (Agamben 2003: 45).
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INSPIRATION
This section contains artworks that have served as inspirations throughout the research practice.

The works have inspired the project in different ways - some are previous artworks and design

projects that utilize soft robotics while others instead have a conceptual or aesthetic affinity with

the project.

Exo-biote is a soft robotic installation produced by the artist in collaboration with researchers

fromUniversité de Lille. Thework features an illuminated display case presentingmultiple kinetic

soft robotic sculptures. Exo-biote’s visual appearance is clean and simple with smooth and

glossy surfaces and bright colors chosen for the soft silicone parts and the display case. The soft

robots on display have visual aesthetics resembling unknown living organisms or limbs and yet

appears to be sterile and mass-produced. Exo-biote roughly translates as ‘outside/external life’.

The work has connotations of a shop display where customers are able to buy exo-organs and

thereby customize or augment their bodies.

Exo-biote speculates on a future where the computer and the human body have entered an

intimate relationship in which the closeness of the two leads to a structural modification of the

technology (Pêpe n.d.). The installation explores how machines "become organic" through soft

robot technology and questions whether seeing robots and electronics as something living and

organic will become a common thought in a nearby future (Pêpe n.d.). By presenting the soft

robots on display as forms of ready-to-use prostheses or surrogate organs, Pêpe’s work relates to

discussions on how future generations will think about what constitutes living entities and to

which degree they will accept do-it-yourself body modifications.

Laura Beloff’s Appendix is an example of a wearable technology art practice that relates to the

concept of Umwelt. Beloff’s artistic practice and research investigates humans and technology

in relation to localized environments as well as how wearable technologies alter our perception

of the humanbody and relation to the surroundingworld (Beloff 2014: 1).Appendix is awearable

tail that is designed to become a part of the wearer’s physiological body, but is controlled by

external data connections (Beloff n.d.). The tail’s upward movements are controlled by real-time

data of the wave height of the sea, while the tail’s side movements are controlled by real-time

data of a public city transport system. Through these data connections, the wearable tail merges

the wearer with the environment and explores how technology and wearables can be used to

Jonathan Pêpe - Exo-biote (2015)

Laura Beloff -Appendix (2011)
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Jonathan Pêpe - Exo-biote (2015)

Laura Beloff - Appendix (2011)

Recoil Performance Group - MASS - Bloom Explorations (2018)
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network humans to seemingly unrelated fields. Furthermore, Appendix comments on how

humans are networked or connected to both human and non-human actors, and how these

connections inherently impact our ways of understanding and acting in our surrounding

environments. The primary aim with Appendix was to create an aesthetic experiment in which it

is not known beforehand what kind of experience it will create, which rejects the rational

approach to technology as a purposeful tool. Instead, Beloff speculates on how future humans

will be networked to their environments through technology or "networked organs" to a degree

that will enhance their abilities and reconfigure their senses and understanding of the world

(Beloff 2014: 5). Hence, Beloff’s practice with Appendix investigates themes that are central to

both the notion of the posthuman and the concept of Umwelt.

MASS is a part of Recoil’s Membrane Project that explores current perceptions of humanity and

encounters between human and non-human bodies through choreography; in this instance,

through a range of improvised live performances by Norwegian dance artist Hilde Ingeborg

Sandvold. MASS revolves around a large plastic dome in which Sandvold performs in a basin

containing around 200.000 mealworms eating foam plastic, Styrofoam. As the mealworms are

able to eat human flesh, Sandvold is wearing a latex suit to prevent her from getting hurt. During

her performance, Sandvold moves around slowly in the basin in a repetitive and almost animal

way. Furthermore, the latex suit distorts her body’s visual aesthetic and make her appear like an

unknown hybrid entity with traits similar to human beings but with a different material

composition and other movement patterns. Meanwhile, a text written and read by Danish writer

Ida Marie Hede is playing in the same room. Hede’s text is a future scenario explaining how the

main character (played by Sandvold) lives in the plastic habitat and delves into her thoughts on

the everyday life in a symbiotic system that embraces theworms, plastic and human entity.MASS

as a whole becomes a speculative scenario that questions human extinction and survival

strategies. The work explores consumer culture, the relation between the living and non-living

and investigates our ties with other entities. Recoil’s work aims to present the installation’s

visitors with an experience of how themain character tries to transform her body in an attempt to

co-evolve with a species that has better prospects of survival than herself (Recoil Performance

Group, n.d.). MASS questions whether humans can peacefully coexist with nature through the

way we are currently consuming and living. Recoil’s work comments on how human

exceptionalism and instrumentalism may need to be discarded for the survival of the human

race.

Recoil PerformanceGroup -MASS -BloomExplorations (2018)
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In Furl, Mangion and Zhang explore how soft robotics and kinetic design can be incorporated

into architecture in a soft pneumatic pavilion consisting of inflatable soft silicone structures. The

transparent soft silicone actuators all have simple designs with cast-in pneumatic networks

(PneuNets) that allow the structures to curl when inflated. Furthermore, Furl introduces human

brain-sensing (EEG-sensing) as the main controlling factor of the dynamic architectural pavilion.

In that way, Mangion and Zhang’s project combines hard and soft architectural elements to

investigate in which ways the users might interact with a setting and make it adapt to their

particular needs. The division between hard and soft elements are also emphasized through the

forms used. Straight lines and metallic materials are used for the hard parts, whilst curving

triangles and soft silicone are used for the dynamic parts. This has the effect that the elements

stand out in relation to each other. Furl challenges how architects can design for adaptive

architecture and how mind and body can affect surrounding environments. Furthermore, the

work suggests that soft robotics could become a key technology in architectural settings.

Swiss-Austrian-American artist duo UBERMORGEN mixes a range of artforms such as net art,

installations, performances, and photography in their practice to comment on societal issues. In

their series of works ThePsych|OSCycle (2001-2010) groupmember Hans Bernhard documents

his life on drugs. Bernhard stayed at a psychiatric hospital in Vienna in the early 2000s due to

having a mental breakdown. He filmed fragments of his stay with a video camera but allegedly

forgot this due to his illness and the high doses of prescription drugs. The footagewas found and

exhibited as an installation by UBERMORGEN years later (Bernhard, n.d.). The work features a

video showing various situations from Bernhard’s stay in which his general appearance is

portrayed as being constantly manic and confused.

The name ‘Psych|OS’ is a reference to computer logic and operating systems. The comparison

between computer operating systems and the human body as a system has been explored for

more than half a century (see Bush 1945; Wiener 1948 and more recently Hayles 1999). In that

way, the series’ title compares the human with a computer system and questions what happens

if the human brain’s operating system crashes due to a virus malfunction or the brain’s

‘processors’ overheating. Psych|OS becomes an example of Pold’s (2011: 110) argument, that

we begin to see and understand the world in a cybernetic interface-cultural loop as an effect of

digitisation and through the continuing exposure to technology. This is also evinced in a

statement from UBERMORGEN, where they argue that Bernhard is a ‘chemical cyborg’ who has

been “(...) exposing, pushing, augmenting and enhancing his body with synthetic drugs for 25

years” (UBERMORGEN n.d.). The artists also state that “contemporary high-tech societies deal

FrancoisMangion and Becky Zhang - Furl (2014)

UBERMORGEN - Psych|OS - Self Portrait (2002)
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Francois Mangion and Becky Zhang - Furl (2014)

UBERMORGEN - Psych|OS - Self Portrait (2002)

Mia Hultgren - Sentimental Soft Robotics Skin (2016)
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with hardcore brains using bio-chemical agents to enhance & control the internal information

flow” which inherently makes us all chemical cyborgs (UBERMORGEN n.d.). When looking into

Bernhard’s portrayal of chemically altering an individual's psyche, UBERMORGEN’s series of

works could also question whether all technologically and chemically feasible solutions are

ethically feasible.

In Sentimental Soft Robotics Skin, Hultgren has placed transparent soft silicone robots with cast-

in air pockets on human skin as a second skin layer. Hultgren describes how her practice is

material-based, process-driven and experimental, and how she seeks an element of surprise in

her designs by challenging the materials and techniques used in the processes (Hultgren n.d.).

Although the work is not technically advanced in relation to soft robotics, it uses this technology

in a more speculative manner to challenge how we perceive the human body. Sentimental Soft

Robotics Skin explores the transition between synthetic and organic, and how the soft robot

becomes a part of the wearer’s body. Hultgren introduces actuation and movement in textile

design through air pockets whilst challenging which materials one might use for clothing, as an

accessory or as an extension of the skin. Theworkwas produced as part of aworkshop facilitated

by Caroline Yan Zheng, another pioneer in using soft robotics as a speculative design material

with a focus on affective touch (see e.g. Zheng & Gross 2019).

The ongoing projectConstraint City - The Pain of Everyday Life is a performance in which Savicic

walks through various cities wearing a chest strap with servo motors coupled to a WIFI-enabled

Nintendo-console. Whenever Savicic approaches an encrypted wireless network along his way,

the servomotors tighten the chest strap. Themore powerful thewireless signal intercepted is, the

tighter the corset becomes. Where technologies such as wireless networks are usually highly

mediated through icons, visualisations and maps, Savicic reconfigures the technology through

the wearable to offer a more embodied experience of his surroundings (Mackenzie 2010: 40).

Thus, the wearable enables Savicic to physically sense signals that are otherwise absent from

human sensory perception while it simultaneously imposes pain and bruises on his body.

Savicic (2008) explains how his work tries to address the way in which an invisible architecture is

superimposed on our physical world and encapsulates as well as penetrates humans and

buildings, within a resonant landscape built from electromagnetic waves. By using wearable

technology beyond the scope of practical tasks, Savicic’s project allows him to see something

familiar - the city - in a way that would not have been possible without extending his Merkorgans.

MiaHultgren - Sentimental Soft RoboticsSkin (2016)

Gordan Savicic -ConstraintCity (2008, ongoing)
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An example of early wearable technology art is Japanese artist Atsuko Tanaka’s Electric Dress,

where Tanaka recreates the traditional Japanese kimono purely with light bulbs to represent the

modern world. Wearable works such as Electric Dress show a newfound interest in creating

projects that move, change and interact with the environment (Kusahara 2016: 124).

Elements from the posthuman imaginary can be seen in American artist Josh Kline’s series

Creative Hands and Tastemaker’s Choice. Creative Hands is a series of cast silicone objects that

resemble different individual hands holding various consumer objects such as an iPhone, a

computer mouse, a digital camera, and a bottled hand sanitizer. The hands and objects are cast

as one and are colored in a warm beige. Similarly, Tastemaker’s Choice is a series of 3D printed

objects that resemble hands holding an array of different drinking bottles. The objects are

printed in a transparent plastic material and filled with various liquids, which merge the hand

together with the drinking bottle. The objects of the two series are placed on backlit shelves

similar to those found in shops, with connotations of a showcase of different commodities.

In both of Kline’s series, he explores the division between the organic and synthetic while

simultaneously blurring the line between object and human, by making hybrid objects. The

iPhone becomes skin-like in Creative Hands and the hand appears to be a plastic bottle in

Tastemaker’s Choice. The hands are inseparably merged with the objects they are holding and

even made in the same materials. This could be taken as an indication that consumer objects in

the twenty first century, to some extent, have become a part of the human body and are viewed

as something as natural as a functioning hand. The inseparability between hands and objects

then invokes a literal as well as a metaphorical flow between humans and their surrounding

environments and questions how these reciprocally influence each other (Doran & Homersham

2014). Kline’s works become physical manifestations of Verbeek’s (2008) and Pettman’s (2011)

points, that humans are already posthuman and hybrid humanimals.

Sarotis is an experimental study of different wearable soft robotic prostheses that integrate

pneumatic inflation and liquid networks to inform the wearer about virtual and physical spaces.

Paneta and Aghakouchak’s project investigates how technology can change the way we

perceive and interact with our surrounding world. The designers conducted a study where they

exploredwhether a humanbeing’s awareness of space could be enhancedby using real-time 3D

scanning coupled with their soft robotic wearable.

Atsuku Tanaka - Electric Dress (1956)

Josh Kline -CreativeHands (2011) and Tastemaker'sChoice (2012)

Maria Paneta and Ava Aghakouchak - Sarotis (2016)
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Gordan Savicic - Constraint City (2008, ongoing)

Atsuku Tanaka - Electric Dress (1956)



Josh Kline - Creative Hands (2011) and Tastemaker's Choice (2012)
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Their findings suggest that the design could be used for people with visual impairments or as a

tool to construct virtual spaceswith a physicalmanifestation. Sarotisuses soft robotic technology

to imitate the softness of the skin, and the technology is approached from an aesthetic angle

through explorations of the color intensity, elasticity, and visual appearance of inflated

pneumatic networks (Paneta 2016). Furthermore, the project seeks to question how future soft

wearable technologies may blur the distinction between the organic human body and a

synthesized soft entity to a degree where the latter becomes a natural extension of the body.

Maria Paneta and Ava Aghakouchak - Sarotis (2016)



Homo Viridis presents a hybrid environment, within which the boundaries between humans,

technology and plant life have blurred. It examines how we as humans perceive our

surroundings and seeks to question whether we are able to sense and cognize what other living

organismsmight experience. The reader is encouraged towatch a concept video ofHomoViridis

at https://youtu.be/sU4oEY0MFaY .

The installation space consists of a wearable soft robotic skin (SEE PAGE 38) and a Monstera

Deliciosa plant (SEE PAGE 39) placed on a pedestal. The pneumatic sleeve inflates and attains

uncannily organic shapes when the plant is touched. Doing so, it delivers a visceral haptic

feedback to the person wearing it, that bystanders can also detect visually. The installation

transduces (converts into another form) tactile stimulations of the Monstera Deliciosa plant, so

that they come to unfold on a physical scale that fits the human sensorium. A visitor wearing the

soft robotic sleeve is offered an intimate experience of inhabiting, connecting, or synchronizing

with the senses of another organism through technology, evoking visions of a future where

technologicallymediated interspecies communicationmight be possible. The title,HomoViridis,

is a play on the systematic name for the extant human species, Homo Sapiens (Latin for ‘wise
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HOMO VIRIDIS

HomoViridis (2018)

man’ (Tattersall 1998)). Viridis roughly translates to ‘green’, ‘flourishing’, ‘vigorous’ or ‘lively’.

Background: There is a growing literature on plant movement, in relation to science see for

instance Fromm & Lautner 2007 and in relation to interaction design see Kuribayashi & Wakita

2006 and Aspling et al. 2016. Scientists have also investigated how the two types of electrical

https://youtu.be/sU4oEY0MFaY
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long-distance signals in plants known as action potentials (AP’s) and variation potentials (VP’s)

can be measured and even used as sensor signals in biohybrid technological systems (Brenner,

Stahlberg, Mancuso, Vivanco, Baluska, & Van Volkenburgh 2006: 415). Recent studies have

debated whether plants have senses and are intelligent, which of course depends on

terminology and how one defines ‘senses’ and ‘intelligence’ (Mancuso & Viola 2015: 2,4-5).

Although research shows that plants can sense and perform information processing, there is still

no general agreement on how plant intelligence should be understood (see Chamovitz 2012).

Technical realization: For Homo Viridis, we would ideally have liked to tap into the actual

sensing signals of a plant, such as the electrical variation potential or the action potential. The

variation potential is a hydraulically propagating electrical signal occurring exclusively in plant

cells. And the action potential is a rapid rise and fall in the cell membrane potential in a specific

cell location in a plant. Measuring these naturally occurring signals in plants requires

sophisticated and well-calibrated equipment and necessitates the insertion of electrodes inside

the plant. Realizing a reliable technical system capable of this was beyond the scope of the

project. For the installation, we therefor chose to instead use the plant as what one might term a

capacitive interface that detects touch and closeness of humans. It was our hope that an

experience of synchrony and an associative link between the plant’s and the human interactant’s

sensations would still emerge.

In physics, capacitance is defined as the ratio of the change in electric charge of a system to the

corresponding change in its electric potential. It is a measure of how much charge a system is

able to hold onto at a specific electric potential (voltage). The microcontroller in the installation

can measure the capacitance of the plant, by measuring the time it takes for it to reach a specific

fraction of an applied voltage. The capacitance of a plant changes when a human body comes

within close distance of it (due to a change in the electrical field) and this change is even more

drastic when the plant is touched by a human (as the capacitance measured is now the

capacitance of the human and plant together). Themicrocontroller is therefore able to infer if the

plant is close to a human or if it is being touched by a human based on the capacitance value it

measures.

The capacitive sensing system is based on code and hardware suggested for Paul Badger’s (n.d.)

Capacitive Sensing Arduino Library. A wire was connected to a plant stem and capacitance

values read with the Arduinomicrocontroller. Empirical tests were performed to find out how the

input value from the capacitive sensor corresponds with human proximity and touch, and these

tabulated values were incorporated into the final code. The microcontroller was then

programmed to initiate and alter the soft robotic sleeve’s sequence of movements accordingly.
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Homo Viridis is the outcome of a research practice of experimenting with soft robotics

technology as a medium for wearable artworks. It has involved becoming familiar with the

constituent materials (silicone, different fabrics, pressurized air etc.) and cultivating a formalized

repertoire of techniques as well as an embodied knowledge of behaviors. In this section this

cumulative process is documented and the methods of fabrication and the designs discovered

are described.

PROCESS

Initial tests with Ecoflex silicone and soft robotic structures with embedded pneumatic networks:

These experiments were used as a foundation for understanding how to mix, colorize, cure and

cast the Ecoflex as well as getting an overview of its material properties during inflation and

deflation.

Integrating laser cut non-woven mesh with soft robotic structures: This was done to explore a

recently introduced method of texture morphing in soft robotics. Texture morphing is a

technique where non-woven mesh is integrated into soft silicone to constrain expansion at

strategic points. Inspired by soft tissue organisms’ abilities to morph in shape, the non-woven

mesh acts as a stabilizing fiber tissue (Pikul, Li, Bai, Hanlon, Cohen & Shepard 2017: 211). The

integrated mesh is laser cut in specific patterns, which allows for more precise inflation patterns.

Although Pikul et al.'s (2017) research was used as a foundation for the experiments, their

directions and suggestions for fabrication were adapted and not precisely followed. The focus

was to explore the aesthetic qualities of using this method over the fabrication model with

pneumatic networks.

Initial tests and prototypes

Laser cut non-wovenmesh
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Tests with laser cut felt in texture morphing soft robotic structures: During these tests it became

clear that, although the felt worked well for making the actuators more rigid at the outer edges,

this material would not be ideal for covering the moveable top surface. Firstly, the felt was very

thick and needed a large amount of Ecoflex silicone for the covering. Secondly, the material was

too rigid to allow for the cut-out air pockets to inflate properly. Instead, the Ecoflex would inflate

on the inward-facing side, which was not the intention. The outcome of the tests did, however,

suggest that the laser cut felt could be ideal as a base layer for stabilization in soft robotic

wearable structures. Furthermore, some of thematerials used in these tests would rip or separate

from the Ecoflex when the soft robots reached a certain level of inflation. The various tests with

this particular method and the "material back talk" (Schön 1983, 1987) from these, indicated that

moving towards working with simple forms and shapes in the fabric would allow for more

complex visual aesthetics when inflated.

Inflated soft robot with laser cut felt

After constructing multiple smaller prototypes and testing suitable materials a more finished

prototype of a wearable soft robotic sleeve was fabricated. Four individually controllable air

chambers were cast into a single piece of Ecoflex silicone. This design was chosen to give an

impression of the soft robot as a type of skin that was to extend the wearer's body.

During these tests, it was explored how Ecoflex in different colors could be mixed together to

create different kinds of visual aesthetics. In the beginning of the process, the robotswere limited

to being single-colored. However, after trying to blend various colors together, we saw how this

added complexity to the looks of the soft material. By mixing different colors together in a sort of

collaged pattern, the appearance the robot also came to visually appear more organic and

The soft robotic sleeve
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animate. The idea of using colors that can be found on or in the human body was introduced at

this stage in the project. By alternating between transparent silicone and silicone with red, light

pink, and black pigments, a marbled effect in the layers occurred which resembled soft organic

tissue. Exploring the materiality of the surface as well as the coloring of the materials lent more

complexity to the design while maintaining a simple overall shape and keeping dynamic air

chambers on the inside of the robot.

The first prototype of the final design was attached to the arm by strings. After producing and

testing the first prototype made in one piece with individual air chambers, it was apparent that

this method created the opportunity for making a lifelike and expressive, texture morphing,

pneumatic robot. The prototype also revealed that the soft robotic skin offered surprising visual

and haptic qualities. Because the layer of non-woven mesh had been designed to give each

individual air chamber a unique visual expression, the sensation on the arm also differed. The

individual air chambers applied pressure differently and offer a multitude of different haptic

sensations on the skin. This point possibly made the soft robotic skin appear more organic and

lifelike. Although this prototype was functioning, the test suggested that a different method for

fastening the robot to the underarmwas needed for the interactive installation. It was decided to

develop a more convenient solution than using strings,

Thus, for a second prototype similar to the first one, Velcro strips were sewed to the bottom felt

layer. This allowed for quick mounting and customization in terms of how loose or tight the

sleeve needed to be. Furthermore, seeing the first prototype’s visual appearance when inflated

led to a redesign of the pattern in the non-woven mesh.

First soft robotic sleeve prototype
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This was carried out to make a more coherent visual identity and to evenly distribute the haptic

sensations on the underarm.

After developing software for the Arduino that could control the soft robotic sleeve, based on

input from the capacitive sensor and reaching a point where the concept and actual design of

Homo Viridis could work as a functioning prototype, the whole setup was moved to a larger

space to be exhibited (the exhibition is described in more detail in the next section 'Discussion &

Reflections').

The second prototype with felt and Velcro

After gathering feedback at the exhibition of the first prototype of Homo Viridis, a new prototype

was made in order to accommodate some of the feedback gathered from the participants. After

learning that a majority of the participants felt that the mounting with felt and Velcro produced

distance, an attempt to bring the soft robot as close as possible to the human body was carried

out.

An idea occurred to test if skin safe Ecoflex could merge the organic skin with the synthetic skin

without felt for stabilization and Velcro for tightening the soft robot. The wearable sleeve was

placed on the underarm and Ecoflex was mixed and applied at the intersection between soft

robotic skin and human skinwith a brush. The test showed that using Ecoflex to fasten the sleeve

to the skin had unforeseen qualities. Where, in the first tests, there was a visible border between

the sleeve and the actual skin, applying transparent Ecoflex on the human skinmade it appear as

if the two layers hadmerged and the soft robotic skin was an integrated part of the body. Shortly

after mounting the soft robotic skin, the synthetic layers reached body temperature, which

Further prototyping
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enhanced the impression of the soft robot as a part of one’s body. The impressions from the

experiment suggested that removing the layer of felt increased the sensitivity and sense of touch

on the arm. Furthermore, the haptic experience of this prototype also differed from the other

sleeve in that it almost felt as if the soft robot was pinching the underarm in unexpected ways.

Attaching the soft robotic sleeve with Ecoflex 00-35

The soft robotic sleeve inflating
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DISCUSSION & REFLECTIONS

An exhibition was staged to gain insights into which thoughts and effects the Homo Viridis

installation can initiate. The installation was set up in a corner of Intermedia Lab, a large open

space with floor-to-ceiling window sections, at The IT University of Copenhagen. In one of the

room’s corners, curtains in a dark color hung from the ceiling and covered the walls and nearby

window section. By using a large open area, we hoped to encourage participants to move

around freely in the installation space. The exhibitionwas staged as part of the epistemic practice

and research inquiry, yet, is important to note that it was part of an artistic experiment and should

not be equated with a controlled experiment in a laboratory setting (Borgdorff 2011: 52). We do

not see the chosen setting as a neutral space but as one of several variables that have an impact

on the participants’ reception ofHomoViridis.

Because we wanted to gauge people's immediate impressions and responses to the piece, no

prior information was given to the visitors about how to contextualize the work nor the workings

of the technical system. However, participants were informed beforehand that any action was

allowed in the installation space, except forceful or violent behavior towards fellow participants,

the sleeve, or the plant in any way, such as puncturing the inflated silicone skin or ripping the

plant’s leaves or tearing its stems. These limitations were articulated so as to ensure the well-

being of all participants in the situation and aligns with the project’s understanding of the

posthuman as entailing an enactment of an affirmative ethics (Braidotti 2019). Affirmative ethics

reject anthropocentric hierarchies and acknowledge how humans depend on larger

assemblages and must develop respectful, non-hierarchical ways of interacting to promote

social horizons of hope. This practice of ethical care emerges from the constitutive, affective

ability to interrelate with human and non-human actors and affect or be affected (Braidotti 2019).

Fifteen people visited the Homo Viridis installation space. The participants were invited by us to

come to the space in succession, and the installation space was introduced to them as an

interactive artwork. By framing our work as an artistic endeavor, we hoped that the people would

focus less on function and practical applications and more on its potential as a trigger of

emotions and thoughts. Initially, the rules within the space, explained above, were presented to

the visitors, and afterwards we assisted them in mounting the soft robotic sleeve onto their arm

to prevent any potential damage to the sleeve or discomfort on thewearer’s arm due to fastening

the sleeve too tightly.

The exhibition context

Participants and post-exhibition interviews
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The participants were then encouraged to walk around and explore the open space, and if a

participant was hesitant to engagewith the setup, wewould try to instigate interaction by asking

questions such as “what do think will happen if you touch the plant’s leaves?” or “do you feel

anything changing when you are walking away from the plant?”.

During exhibition, we stayed within close proximity to the installation space in order to observe

the visitors’ interactions and behaviors within the frame of the work. We invited ten people to

reflect on their experience after their visit to the exhibition space. An unstructured interview

protocol was used in order to allow for unexpected perspectives on the project to emerge

(Blomberg, Burrell & Guest 2002: 970). It consisted of three different phases in which the

questions in each phase aimed to facilitate more in-depth explanations of the participant's

perspective.

HomoViridis placed in Intermedia Lab
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In the first phase, the interviewees were asked to describe what they had experienced in the

installation space and to put in their ownwordswhich thoughtswent through their heads as they

were present in the installation space. Based on the answers elicited, the questions in the second

phase would initially relate to either the soft robotic sleeve or the plant. If an interviewee had

mostly focused on expressing their thoughts in relation to the soft robot in the first phase of the

interview they were asked to elaborate further on this, for instance through questions such as

“what were your initial thoughts, when you saw the soft robot?”, “describe how it felt to wear the

soft robotic sleeve” or “how did you understand the different movements of the soft robot?”.

Similarly, had the interviewee focused on the plant, they were asked questions relating to this:

“why do you think that a plant is placed in the space?” or “did you think differently of the plant

after being in the space for a while?”. After going into detail with either the soft robot or the plant,

the interviewee would then be asked to address the other of the two. During the third phase, the

interviewees were asked to explain their general understanding of the installation space as a

whole, whether they had a feeling that the different elements in the installation space were

related in anyway andwhat they thought that their own rolewas as participants. In the end of the

interview, the intervieweeswere explained how the setupworks technically andwere able to ask

questions in relation to our work.

Visitors that wore the sleeve were frequently intrigued by the haptic responses occurring as they

approached and touched the plant. Participants touched the plant, so as to physically explore it,

but also the surface of the soft robotic sleevewas touched by amajority of the participants, as the

silicone bubbles expanded and the robot grasped their underarms. Some interviewees

experienced the physical exchange with the soft robot and the plant as facilitating a more

empathic relation between the different entities involved. To these participants, the feeling of

vicariously (yet physically) inhabiting the plant-robot system’s augmented mode of sensing also

gave rise to a heightened awareness of their own situated, embodied, and limited ways of

experiencing the world. For example, an interviewee expressed how she believed that “the plant

sensed the installation space” differently from what she had imagined. This was expressed by a

different participant as a symbiosis: “when I touch the plant it touchesme back - we connect and

communicate”. Another participant compared the plant to a sensitive antenna, and explained

how he was impressed by the fact that plants, in his understanding, intercept much more than

what meets the eye. Although it was explained to the participants, including this interviewee, at

the end of the interview that capacitive sensing does not truly provide the signal of the plant

sensing as e.g. interception of the action potential would (as explained in the section 'Homo

Viridis'), his point suggests that the intended, mediated relation between plant and human

sensing was understandable.

Visitor behaviors and experiences
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Some interviewees indeed came to wonder how different species cognize the world differently

from humans.

In general, most participants seemed fairly cautious in the first few minutes of being in the

installation space and explored the area slowly by walking around the plant and looking at the

soft robotic sleeve at the same time. The majority of the participants eventually began studying

the relation between the soft robot and the plant and how they could alter the robot’s state by

movement and touch. A fewparticipantswere encouraged to try and use not only their vision but

also their sense of touch when exploring the installation space. One of the more cautious

participants found the interaction in the installation space rather arbitrary and pointed out her

difficulty in understanding what the relation was between the robot, the plant and herself.

Another participant explained how it took him a while to grasp how he was able to affect the

space by touching the plant because he did not want to break anything in the setup by touching

it. These observations suggest that clearer instructions and amore deliberate framingmight have

afforded participants a better experience of the installation's potentials.

In relation to the soft robotic sleeve, some participants had an impression of the physical

connection with the robot as welcoming, due to its soft touch. But the prototype would also

occasionally lightly pinch people, which made it appear uncontrollable or even hostile to some

interactants, a facet some also remarked was enhanced by its visual appearance. One

interviewee explained that he was fascinated by how the tactile and visual properties of the

silicone made it appear as if it was a form of actual skin. Another participant noticed that after

wearing the sleeve for awhile, it would get warmer as it absorbed heat fromher underarm. As she

expressed it, this further augmented her understanding of the wearable as something organic

and living. Other interviewees expressed the feeling of wearing the sleeve as less positive,

comparing the sensation to wearing a “(...) a sport band that is fastened a bit too tightly” or a cast

made of plaster on the arm. The majority of the participants also remarked that the layer of felt

and Velcro seemed distancing, in terms of feeling that the robot was an integrated part of one's

arm. However, one interviewee explained how the “uncontrollable” soft robot helped her feel her

own senses and improved her somatic awareness. Another interviewee stated that the

uncertainty as to where the bubbles would appear again created an impression of an

uncontrollable and living creature on the skin. Similarly, a third interviewee expressed that “(...) it

did not feel as if I was wearing something technological but instead something with an actual

pulse”.

The experiences accumulated during the exhibition ofHomoViridis lends credence to Verbeek’s

(2007) argument that technology can offer newperceptions that would not have otherwise been
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possible. Incorporating soft robotics technology on the skin does not actually apply any new

senses to the body. Yet seeing how someparticipants formed amore empathic connection to the

plant, the situation established with the wearable could arguably be seen as an example of

interlacing (Kofoed Hansen & Wamberg 2007: 83). A user and an interface are interlaced when

they become inseparably woven together, and complex interactions are generated between

machines, media, bodies, and consciousness (Kofoed Hansen & Wamberg 2007: 103). As some

visitors of the exhibition explained, the wearable intertwined their own bodies and senses with

signals intercepted by the plant and effectively overwrote a small part of their own physiology.

Although the observations and interviews suggest that Homo Viridis at this point has certain

qualities that can evoke timely reflections on human-nonhuman relationships, the exhibition also

highlighted some limitations of the piece that could be improved in a subsequent iteration.

Conceptually, the piece would be strengthened by integrating hardware that can detect actual

signals of the plants, instead of capacitive sensing. Moreover, the code to generate the

movements of the sleeve might be altered to add more variation and automatic generation of

new movements instead of using preprogrammed sequences. By adding spatial sensors to the

installation, the sleeve’s movements could bemade to relate to where thewearer is positioned in

the space more precisely, which might make for less repetitive movements and provide an

impression of the soft robot as more autonomous.

Limitations and furtherwork

Visitor wearing the soft robotic sleeve in the HomoViridis installation space
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Throughout this exposition, the word ‘entity’ has been coupled with the concept of the

posthuman to question whether assembling plants with humans through soft robotics can lead

to progressive visions of a ‘posthuman entity’. Entity derives from ‘being’ or ‘existence’ and

describes anything that “(...) has a clear identity of its own” or has an “(...) individual existence

outside or within the mind; anything real in itself” (Collins Dictionary, n.d.). It defines something

that has an “(...) independent, separate, or self-contained existence” or an “(...) objective or

conceptual reality” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). In that sense, the word can be used both to describe

subjects or to describe a unit encompassing subjects such as a country. An entity can be

something concrete or abstract, physical or intangible, existing or made up.

Because an entity has an independent existence and “a clear identity of its own”, it might seem

contradictory to couple the term with the posthuman. Particularly because, as explained under

'Research Context', the notion of the posthuman entails a blurring of the lines that, since

modernity, have been used to separate humans, animals, andmachines. The term propels a view

of the human, not as an autonomous, transparently self-aware, and self-governing agent, but as

a being endowed with a networked or tessellated subjectivity. Posthumans are not self-

determined subjects but instead embedded beings affecting and affected by both animate and

inanimate actors. It is therefore not the description of entity as an individual, self-contained

element that binds it to the posthuman in our understanding of a posthuman entity. Indeed, the

outcomes of the practice suggest that coupling plants and humans together through soft

robotics does not lead to a vision of something that has a clear identity of its own but more to a

coming together of ecological beings, each with distinct Umwelts, who reciprocally sense and

affect each other.

On the one hand, Homo Viridis presents a posthuman entity as something sensual and physical

by grafting soft robotics onto the human skin. Homo Viridis could be taken as an argument that

a posthuman entity can be actualized as a physical composite of both organic and artificial

actors. In this case, soft robotics technology attains the role of a connector and mediator of

Posthuman entity - a contradictory term?

The observation that participants wearing the sleeve in the installation space and found it

difficult to move freely about also made it clear that the current prototype where the hardware is

placed underneath the plant might be changed to a more portable untethered version. This

would also make it possible to make new version of the work, where several plants were

included, each with different senses and relational behaviors. Furthermore, new soft robotic

designs and ways of mounting the soft robot on the skin (as described here), that afford a more

intimate relation between wearer and robot, could be explored.
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sensing from one organism to another. The impressions from the interviews point towards the

idea that the physical connection thus established might be generative of more empathic

interspecies relations. This relates to Walter Benjamin’s (1986: 59) idea that technology could

establish a new physis or collective body through which mankind can be in contact with ‘the

cosmos’ in newways.

On the other hand, as the word entity encompasses something which might only have an

abstract or intangible existence, the impressions gained from the process equally suggest that a

posthuman entity is also established through the thoughts, discussions, and speculations that

Homo Viridis initiates. This relates to Braidotti’s (2018: 2, 13) idea of the posthuman as a form of

conceptual persona that can act as a navigation tool to illuminate both discursive and material

power formations while showing “(...) what we are ceasing to be and what we are in the process

of becoming” (Braidotti 2018: 22-23). Through the project, the posthuman entity emerges from

conceptual reality as a potential being that can guide discussions and alter what a subject can

become. For instance, the installation sparked discussions among visitors about how humans

depend on the precarious existences of other species in order to maintain aWestern standard of

living.

In that sense, although posthuman entity is used here in the singular, we suggest that a

posthuman entity is not an individual subject but a composite unit of two or more actors that

become interlaced. Posthuman and entity are not opposing concepts, and may combine to

generate visions of how organisms and elements can intertwine, and reciprocally affect each

other, to co-constitute what is or will be.

Still from ‘Homo Viridis’ video
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POP-UP 1: SKIN
The skin is also referred to as the cutaneous membrane and consists of two tissue layers,

epidermis and dermis (Light 2004: 92,94). Besides protecting the body, skin is an important part

of the body’s sensing system and provides humans with information about the body’s external

environment. The dermis is connected to the nervous system which detects touch, pressure,

temperature and pain stimuli (Light 2004: 93-94). This also highlights how the skin is not just a

surface covering our interior organs and bodies. Instead it is an organ divided internally into

interpenetrating and differentiated strata, which adapts to the body’s needs (Imperiale 2006:

265, 270).

Inmodern times, the skin has also been examined beyond itsmedical and scientificmeaning and

has gainedmultiple cultural and socialmeanings and connotations. For instance, the skin can be

seen as a border marking gender, race, age and social status (Flanagan & Booth 2006: 1). In that

sense, one can define the skin as a milieu - where “(…) the skin becomes a place of mingling, a

mingling of places” (Connor 2009: 26). The skin is an entire environment of senses and

expression and is always worn by the body, thereby becoming the body’s face or the face of the

human’s bodiliness (Connor 2009: 29). Because skin acts as the boundary between one’s self

and the external world, it can be relevant to investigate how this boundary is conceived of in

today’s culture aswell as howeveryday practices shift howwe see skin and experience theworld

through it (Flanagan & Booth 2006: 1). For instance, technological progress has allowed for new

representations of how the human body’s borders can be visualized or explored (Imperiale 2006:

265-267). Technology also offers the possibility not only tomodify our own skins but also to cross

skins, which could merge us with other bodies or cultivate multiple bodies simultaneously

(Flanagan & Booth 2006: 1). Coupling the skin to wearable technology could also be of

importance as garments have the potential “(...) to transform both a body and an identity, to

challenge nature, as it were” (Calefato 2004: 1). In that sense, technology or clothing coupled to

the skin can become a site for negotiating our relationship with our bodies and the underlying

world (Flanagan & Booth 2006: 3). This suggests that coupling technology to the skin could help

explore newmeanings of the border between body, human entity and its Umwelt.
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POP-UP 2: PLANTS
Plants are living organisms and a ubiquitous part of our world, yet, it seems that they are often overlooked

as living entities, which may be due to the fact that humans’ and plants’ evolutionary paths have been

very different from each other. A brief overview into theory of plants has revealed that plants sense their

environment in a myriad of ways and coordinate sensory information into responses to optimize e.g.

reproduction and growth (Koller 2011: XIII-XIV). Recent scientific research into plants has revealed that

plants have far wider sensory abilities than previously thought. The idea that plants are immobile

organisms that do not move nor sense is far away from what scientists claim today (Gagliano 2013). The

fact that plants appear immobile to humans is based on the slow speed of plants movement (Mancuso &

Viola 2015: 2, 37). When looked at from another angle - we, humans, are limited with our biological

faculties to be able to view the movement of the plants. We need to use equipment that extends our

abilities, such as time-lapse video-filming that speeds up the plant movements to become available for

our perception.

Where many animals have concentrated their most vital functions into a few organs, a plant’s functions

are not related to organs as they have dispersed their functions through a modular design to make up for

being easy prey. As a result, some plants can have up to 95 percent of themselves eaten and still survive

and recover from it (Mancuso & Viola 2015: 34-35). Research within plant neurobiology suggests that

plants may have thousands of brain-like entities called meristems, that account for plants’ intelligent

behavior (Hall 2011: 147). However, the fact that plants lack any central organization such as a brain, heart

or nervous system also make it complex for human beings to understand how they function (Koller 2011:

XIII).

There is a growing theoretical field investigating plant movement; in relation to science (for instance in

Fromm & Lautner 2007) and in relation to a more functionality-driven aspect of interaction design

(Kuribayashi & Wakita 2006). Theorists and scientists together have also investigated how the two types

of electrical long-distance signals in plants known as action potentials (AP’s) and variation potentials

(VP’s) can be measured and used as an output in relation to technology (Brenner, Stahlberg, Mancuso,

Vivanco, Baluska, & Van Volkenburgh 2006: 415). Although research show that plants are sensing and

processing information from their surrounding environment, there is not a general agreement on how

plant intelligence should be understood (Chamovitz 2012). It is also evident that humans have invented

multiple means to manipulate plants in order to show how a plant is affected by and responds to sensory

information initiated by its surrounding world. For example, Professor Dov Koller (2011) has created a

framework on different types of plant movement, which has been used as the base of this project’s

investigation on plants’ sensorial systems. While many research projects have a focus on scientific

research and technicality of the electrical signals, this particular project seeks to investigate a lesser

explored aspect of the field; how one can couple these technical solutions to a more explorative design

practice.


